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Beijing, 2006

Some people don’t believe their own eyes, much less 
what they read in the news. And if you try and tell 
someone, they won’t believe you, no matter how you 
try to tell them. 

But you try anyway.













A brand spanking newborn into the 21st century, China’s like a dog let loose after 
being stuck in a cage too long. Maybe slow at first, but give him a few minutes, and 
then sit back and watch him go nuts in the open yard. 

And China is one helluva big ass yard.



They call it a “foreigner’s 
Disneyland,” and for real good 
reason. 







Espionage, celebrities, businessmen, supermodels, people on the run 
— it’s all here in one neat little package. CIA helps North Korean 
intelligence asset escape through Beijing. Quentin Tarantino 
bartending at a friend’s lounge late one night. Hookers, drugs, 
everything’s there, but not everything’s good for you. Most people 
here are just looking for anything new from outside, and the 
outside’s come pouring in. 





For me it’s the drinks that come pouring, a helluva place to 
learn. Being new to drinking actually saves my life, before 
I have a chance to OD like the four friends of mine who were 
a little more jaded and a lot less lucky.

WTO status and winning the bid to host the 2008 Olympics 
are the booster rockets that send the whole goddamn 
country into orbit. The 2001 New Year celebrations are so 
big, hell you could probably see those from space too. 

Everything is breaking loose, not just rock ’n’ roll, which 
wasn’t allowed in public until the late 90s. The whole 
country is embracing the new wave of tech that nobody 
realized was going to take over: cell phones and the 
internet. The communist party has a hard time keeping a lid 
on it all, and now it’s coming apart faster than my plans to 
stay sober tonight. 



So what the hell am I doing here? I’m just along for the ride. 
A foreigner, a stringer, one of those poor fucks who got 

hired by western media to be their boots on the ground, on 
the bleeding edge of any big stories they might want to 
jump on. I don’t let on that I’m having too much of a good 

time to take the job seriously — all that bullshit flies 
out the window anyway, because all the serious people are 
feasting on all the debauchery they can get their decadent 

little hands on. So that’s my beat, 

and that’s how I meet Clementine. 

That was twelve years ago. 













A journalist buddy of mine from another agency invites me out 
to a place on the slummy south side of Beijing’s bar street, to a 
place called Pure Girl -- and it’s anything but. 



Take a Lower East Side dive bar and factor in the free-for-all booze diluted with 
fuck-knows-what out the gutter, no health and welfare system and a staff that’s 
too drunk to care. Just a goddamn shot when you need it, 

and maybe someone to share it with if you’re lucky. 





The place is packed. Some British corporate 
training CEO thought it’d be funny to crash the 
place with his 1-year anniversary staff party. 
Better to rule in hell than serve in heaven. 



His whole company is about six people, but the 
cheap booze is a magnet for their friends down 
the line, and the party grows like a virus.



My buddy steps up and warns me with words like 
“boyfriend” and “Russian mafia” but none of that 
connects with a guy already three drinks in past 
inhibition.

At the bar, I notice a 28-year-old middle-eastern 
Aphrodite slamming Sambucas with a girlie friend, 
speaking Russian.



My would-be wingman is eyeing her just like 
the CEO, both circling her like hyenas, but the 
bartender’s got my back, ever since I wrote him a 
recommendation letter for his American visa, and 
I cut right through. 



It just sucks that I don’t see what’s coming. 

Sure, she’s way out of my league, but it plays in my favor. She tells me I’m not vain 
like the others. But we’re both about to realize how blindsided we really are 
with each other..









No amount of alcohol-induced 
amnesia can set back just how 
amazing we are together. I don’t 
know it yet, 

but she’s going to turn out to be a 
whole lot more than just another 
bad date.





“Isn’t everybody? That’s why we’re 
all here, in China. This place is a 
crutch —“

“From the American government,” 
she finishes the sentence, 

But It all spills out onto the table at brunch, 
ugly, like a shitty alarm clock in a cold room 
that cuts into a hot dream. 

“I’m on the run,” she says. 



probably the worst way to start a 
conversation with a stringer, if she 
really wanted to lay low. She knows by 
now it’s my job to dig up stories that 
could keep those clicks on headlines 
coming back in New York, 

but this, this is a mother lode. The kind 
of story that careers are built on. Not 
a story. 

THE story. 





She didn’t want her classified pioneer work 
in biotech all perverted by the military. When 
her boss is killed because he wouldn’t give 
it up, she takes it and runs to the one place 
that not only has no extradition treaty with 
Uncle Sam, but also where she’s got the best 
chance of finding a deal that’ll cut her loose 
from the grid. 

Now that she’s in Beijing, she’s gonna sell it 
off to the highest bidder -- then disappear. 



That’s how close we were. It was like she needed a confessional. But I sure 
as shit ain’t no fucking priest. 

“You can’t go public with this Blake, not before I can find a buyer. Then we 
can disappear together,” she says. 

“You can’t expect me not to,” I tell her. “It’s not about the money. It’s the 
only thing that gets me up in the morning. I don’t want to fade away. I 
want to contribute, and be a good memory for the generations down the 
line.” 

She calls me a scavenger, a low life, a clickbait whore. 

I’ve been called worse. I agree not to go public till she disappears with 
the money -- as long as she takes me along with her. She’s the best thing 
that ever happened to an asshole like me.

I never should have let her walk out that door. 

















Two whole days go by before the panic sets in. 

Maybe she’s in some part of an improvisation that she can’t 
communicate with me yet. 

Outside, in the cold grey rain, smoke hits my face at the corner 
by my apartment as I stop to grab a cheap mystery meat on a stick 
from the Uighur guy. Chuar, they call it, 

something red and tasty rolled 
in spices that stick to it 
all the way through the fire 
until it’s crispy through and 
through, tasty morsels of 
juicy fat dripping onto the 
hot coals as he hands it to me 
with a paper napkin to hold it 
with. I didn’t care how old it 
was.







I tear into it and down the first bite just as I glimpse a TV screen in 
a cheap fashion store window.

 It’s Clementine’s face, mixed in with a bunch of footage showing a 
police raid on some private club on North Bar Street.



Back inside, I’m prepared to use my laptop for something illegal to 
find out the truth, but the headline hits like a hard punch in a soft 
stomach. 

“Foreign biotech scientist killed in police drug raid.” 

Nothing makes sense. Clementine was a mystery, but a night of mutual 
exploration in every deep sense told me she’s no drug dealer.



Five minutes later, a knock at the door seems pretty urgent, 
so I open it.



Two uniformed Beijing police officers push past me and start 
tearing the place apart, as a suit from the Public Security Bureau, 
and his necessarily charming female translator, apologize with all 
the sincerity of a doc that won’t tell you you got a week to live. 

Of course, it’s because I’d been seen with her. 



“Jesus. All this attention after just one night? You guys must be 
desperate to learn my technique.” The translator gets it, but it 
still gets me nowhere.

Nobody needs to say it, America has its problems — but nothing 
can stir up patriotism in a man like what’s being rubbed in my face 
right now. When they’re done, they tell me they need me for more 
questioning, and try to order me to not leave my apartment. 



They’ve been watching me before, so it makes sense when a couple more 
suits come running after me when I make a break for the American Embassy 
down the street. 

I made it a point to live that close in case something like this ever 
came down on me, and it’s a sweet moment, watching Beijing’s finest run 
into a brick wall made of solid American resolve. 





I just wasn’t prepared for American Citizen Services to be just as 
frustrating and a little more foreboding. They already know about 
Clementine and want to question me too. 

“How good’s your Mandarin?” He asks. 

I would probably enjoy working as a spy the most since everything at 
stake is the most I couldn’t care less about. 

Movie reference: Snake Plissken’s job interview with Bob Hauk. 



“We’ve already spoken to the Chinese authorities and they’re 
willing to let you leave the country without issue. We can make 
the necessary arrangements, but… you have to leave today.” 

For all his official status, he’s still stewing on something hard that he 
won’t let on. 





They sit me on a cheap flight that stops over in Paris. They must have 
thought I wasn’t so important. 

Their mistake. 





I skip the connection and hit town instead. 

The need for closure had been building all the way from Beijing, not to 
mention the need to exercise a little personal freedom after having so 
many morons walk all over it. 





Miss France of all people sits down next 
to me and asks me for a cigarette. 

Dumbass American. I don’t have any and I ask 
her to wait while I hit the nearest store 
for a pack of Sobranie. 

All I get is her email address, 

but it’s not why I’m here.

A couple months before in Beijing, 
I’d traded alcohol and stories with a 
visiting security consultant to the 
French Embassy who was on loan from 
Interpol and the U.N. Office on Drugs and 
Crime, Alexis Jouvenel. 

He’s the first person I call from a cafe 
on Rue Mazarine.



After we agree to meet, I give Jouvenel what I know about Clementine, the drug raid, her 
status, her biotech past. 

He knows something but doesn’t want to bet his reputation on it. Almost like the guy at the 
US Embassy in Beijing.



“Everything gonna be change, in the drug business. Everybody’s scared, 

all the dealers and…”



“Yesterday a prostitute called me, 

well, I don’t know how she got my number but… I’ve seen her…”





“She told me about her friend who died, was from a drug, but not a chemist drug,”



“we don’t know what it is, it doesn’t leave any traces... 

I went to the morgue to take a look at the coroner report. He 
quit his job that day.

The next day, it was his body showing up at the morgue.”





“The prostitute told me about her boss. We’ve been 
watching him for two months now, he goes between 
Paris, Beijing, for weapons trafficking, sometimes 
human trafficking.“



“We think he’s in New York at the moment.” 
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I would have come back sooner if nothing happened in China. But to keep my bank account from flatlining, I visit 
my boss in midtown. I tell her what I’m onto, but I need an advance to finish the trail. After a source on plastic surgery 
fraud in LA turned out to be a jilted sex change candidate, it was hard getting Vonda back on my side. 

“The piece on credit card scammers was good, I’ll give you that. You do have your moments Blake. But this turns 
out to be a dud, there’s no coming back from it. Ever.” 

Either way, it’s my college past with her that ends up being the reason Vonda sets me up with another 1500 bucks, 
enough for a few more days. I don’t tell her about the roommate I had after we stopped calling each other, the one 
person that popped into my head once Jouvenel said the words “New York,” and waste no time making a bee line 
straight for the 23rd precinct uptown.

“I’m here to see Officer Nao MacKenna.” 

“I’m sorry sir, but Detective MacKenna has been placed on administrative leave.”

“Det -- What?”

“You say you know her, right?”

“Yeah, we were roommates a couple years back, she told me to look her up if I ever came back into town.”

“Then she can tell you what happened. Next?”

That was New York. Have your shit together or get the fuck out of the way. Outside in the cold again, I hope the 
message I left finds its way to her. Detective. Administrative leave. Tough break. 

Lucky break for me when my phone rings an hour later, and it’s her. 

Nao and I meet up for coffee near her new place in Bushwick, the last bastion of starving artists in New York City 
before the yuppies take over again like they did in SoHo in the seventies and Williamsburg in the nineties. 

I run the name Jouvenel gave me back in Paris.



“ Lawrence Lui, are you fucking kidding me? I can’t talk about him.” 

“So you heard of him.”

“I know of him, yeah, look -- “

“Yeah yeah, off the record, deep background, all that shit. How the hell else am I supposed to stay in business? I got 
nothing else but my rep, and that’s all but gone to shit.”

She shakes her head, but it’s old times’ sake that ends up saving me again. One of the few perks of getting old I guess. 

“I’m only going to let you in on this once. Okay? My informant is his mistress. She got stupid, busted on possession 
at an art gallery she runs in Tribeca. I haven’t told the FBI about why we were looking at her in the first place though.”

“The FB-- … why not?”

“Blake… my partner was killed last night.”

“I’m sorry.”

“Yeah, everybody’s sorry, but nobody for me. NYPD wants to pin the responsibility on me. They want to keep me 
in contact with my informant so things don’t go sideways. But at the same time they forced me to go to a psych eval 
tomorrow.”

“Jesus.”

“Listen, you need to know, if you’re gonna write anything that comes out, anything worth my time… we were 
watching Lui’s mistress because she’s using money from sales at the gallery to launder money from arms deals that her 
sugar daddy’s involved in. And we only know because a follow-the-money guy at NSA contacted me personally, not 
my superiors, he contacted me, after they caught wind of a huge amount transferred to some front for a nanotech lab 
in southern China. They wanted to confirm her identity.” 

“ I don’t get it. Why would a nanotech lab... need a front? …”



“They’re working on something big, and Lui is financing it. And whatever it is, it’s dirty. They have another one in 
Beijing.”

I get a cold chill. Clementine might have supplied the schematics for the end product for whatever Lui was testing 
out. I pull out the file Jouvenel gave me on the dead girl in Paris. 

“A dead hooker. I don’t mean to be a jaded New Yorker, but… so fucking what?”

“Not what. How. It showed all the signs of an overdose, but no trace chemicals. The coroner lied about whatever 
he’d found, then quit.”

“Is he still alive? “

Nao just looks at me, like I just called her something not printable. 

“I gotta go,” is all she says before getting up. She’s got another meet with her informant, who’s got some hot new 
piece of intel. She wants me out of her hair, but I follow anyway and sit tight across the park, watching her connect with 
her future witness for the prosecution. 

She’s got a buyer, she says, and asks Nao to come to the meet as her counterintelligence backup, Nao’s  undercover 
persona. Tomorrow night at six at a fusion bar on Lexington Avenue.

Penny was one of those mistress types too smart to trust anyone, and just smart enough for any heat she spots 
comin around the corner.  And that’s just what her sugar daddy wanted to make sure of.













Lawrence Lui had retired. He was done. Out of there. Why did he want to do another deal? It was like he’d been set 
up, suckered into something he didn’t know a whole lot about. But then again human nature is gonna win out in the 
end, and there’s no logic to most of it. People do what turns ‘em on, even if it kills ‘em. He was probably getting on in 
years and wanted somebody to know his name. About 500 years future. Hell, most of this was Penny’s doing anyway. 
She was looking out for herself like always, using whatever she had to to get out from under Lui’s thumb.

Lui met Penny while visiting some relatives in Liaoning Province. Shenyang, was like the Detroit of China, a burnt 
out shell of a city left over from Soviet-assisted industrialization, that couldn’t keep up with the times, and crime 
forced its way into a lot of livelihoods. Penny was a teaching assistant at one of those English schools where they rip 
off foreigners, using bogus contracts and parading their foreign staff around like cable tv zoo animals. She ended up 
sleeping with one of them, and ended up on the losing side. But timing was in her favor, since Lui had been at the 
karaoke table that night. “Let’s go to New York,” he told her, stopping short of “Let’s go to New York and get arrested.” 

But Wong was a mystery. Nobody asked about him, nobody cared. Maybe he was one of their own, but there wasn’t 
anything even about that in the files. 

Cops never get a constant level of respect across the board. It goes to figure that since we’re all human, it takes 
something more than human to have any right to keep the rest of us in line. People complain about soldier worship, 
and cops are no different. No matter how shiny the badge is, they’re still people just like the rest of us. And if none of 
us gave them any power because of that uniform, they’d be just another street gang lookin for a fight. 

Nao was fighting something in herself. The psych session they had her go through pulled out a demon or two that 
even she didn’t figure on. She was six years old, and whatever happened to her back on some tropical island in the 
South Pacific, she couldn’t remember what was going on in the right side of the room -- or whoever it was she was 
talking to, right there, telling her to keep quiet about it. 

Nao ended up handing me copies of everything she had on Lui and his world. Maybe it was the sudden attention 
from NSA, or the hypnosis, but something triggered a fear in her I’d never seen before, and suddenly I was her 
insurance.
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At the bar on Lex, Nao walks in on Penelope having a friendly chat with the would-be buyer. Penny introduces Nao 
as an ex-cop, and the buyer turns cold. He just wants to get to the party to sample the goods and find out what exactly 
the fuck he’s buying. 

They duck out, and Nao jumps on the phone, asks me to check out the gallery opening that night, where they were 
gonna celebrate a recent sale that finally gave them the money to finish work at the lab in China. 

“New York Art Gallery.”

“Which one?”

“That’s the name. In Tribeca. Back alley. 7PM opening.”

New York fuckin city. 10013 was like an adopted kid, with as many parents as there were true residents, who loved 
that place more than anything. 

I reconnected with one of them, a prize-winning photojournalist I’d known since I was an intern, to figure out what 
to look for, and stay away from. She showed me the original Ghostbusters firehouse, the old buildings she loved and 
the new ones she hated. In a way it was Beijing all over again, monstrosities popping up from designs by obscure hip-
for-the-moment celebrity architects from Europe -- except in Beijing, the developer liability concern for public safety 
was more open to dissolve depending on how much cash changed hands.

In the gallery, I made like a stranger to everyone, except the free booze. I watched Penny, Lui, and Penny’s buyer, 
another mystery, walk into the VIP room. The DJ seemed pretty cheery as he cycled through tracks like a dolphin at 
play. It took about six minutes before I saw Lui escort Penny outside, like she had a bit too much to drink. But nobody 
gets that bad that fast. The mystery buyer followed out a moment later. 

I drifted over to the DJ, and before he could notice, I saw the laptop screen. 

SPECTR.UM was no music program I ever heard of. The military classification terms at top and bottom of the 
screen weren’t either. 

The sneaky bastard was sending signals under the music, that activated the nanobots whenever they were



ingested. That’s why FBI couldn’t find any trace chemicals in their surveillance, no one popping or snorting or 
smoking a goddamn thing. 

And if they had used money they just made to finish the research, then whatever was floating around in Penny’s 
brain wasn’t perfected either. No wonder she couldn’t walk, much less figure out what happened. Poor little Lawrence 
Lui. He killed his own mistress, the best thing he had going for him. Maybe he found out she was an informant. But a 
damn Greek tragedy all around. 

I hadn’t yet figured this out to call Nao, so she called on a secret weapon by the name of Martin Brenneke. 

Marty was a hacker back in the 90s, the kind of guy the FBI and the NSA approached for recruitment when he was 
15. The kind of guy CNN did a feature story on. And the kind of guy that wanted no part of government, at all -- until 
9/11 happened. He had turned down an interview at his best friend’s company that morning. 

It took about a week for him to finish rethinking his life, and he turned, surprising the hell out of himself as he 
walked into the CIA’s internal unit at NYPD. 

That was how he started, and kept going, running one hell of a star track taking down targets around the globe. He 
took his legendary status and went freelance, picking up no less than $150K a year, holding onto his regular clients, 
choosing to drift further into anonymity with others. He was also the third roommate along with Nao and myself back 
before I left for China. 

So it was no surprise that Nao called on him for a workaround view from 30,000 feet, something she wanted to do 
ever since the surprise call from NSA, to figure out what the fuck was really going on. 

The sudden disappearing act by her informant was the thing that pushed her over the edge. 

They’d found her body in the Hudson the next day. Cause of death they listed in the report was an overdose of one 
helluva cocktail. And it wasn’t too hard to guess they didn’t actually find any of those chems in her bloodstream. 

This was bigger than I’d thought. At the happy hour meeting, Nao managed to grab the buyer’s cell phone and firce 
up the IMEI serial number on the screen and take a picture of it with her own phone. She asked Marty to push, run a 
SIGINT CDR request and trace it out, find out who the mystery buyer was. She was sure he was responsible. 



Clementine, what the hell did you do? I can’t get her out of my head. Her legacy is gonna turn the drug world 
upside down, and we’re already starting to pay the price, in blood. 
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It’s a few hours when I come to, and it hits me again. What if I know what’s behind all this? Is there something I’m 

supposed to do to stop it? Maybe I was Clementine’s exit strategy, she didn’t tell anyone else outside of the criminals 
that came runnin to get a slice of the tech that was going to put them all out out of business if they didn’t buy in, but… 
how did she contact them in the first place? The more I thought about it, the less I wanted to know. 

That was before human nature kicked in. It’s the only thing that gets me up in the morning. 

I hit the files again. Something I missed. Something I haven’t connected yet. Come on, brain, fucking wake up. 



Anyone calling themselves a journalist in these crazy times who doesn’t know how to use the Darknet, or even run 
a safe tunnel pipe for encryption, doesn’t deserve to be insulted, not even if you’re in a Trump house press briefing. 

And even then, there’s that old thing most of them forget, a dumb little thing called shoe leather. 

I’d already met Nao’s dad when I went to meet her at his studio when she and I were roommates. He struck me as a 
rich old hippie, if that makes any sense, a guy who got rich off government dirty work and then cut himself off trying 
to live it down. Maybe Nao was the one redemption he had left in the world. I didn’t ask about his wife. But today, he 
calls me, and asks about Clementine. 

Dan MacKenna just had it out with his daughter in his studio, which hadn’t changed much. I couldn’t wait to hear 
about why he even knew Clementine’s name. 

He begs me to convince Nao to leave the case. I press him to tell me about how he knows Clementine. 

“Kadir was a real asset. She was underappreciated as hell, no wonder she took off. She took my place after I refused 
to continue the research. I trained her and connected her with Jerome Morgan, who was the real brains behind the 
thing.”



1980. Genius nerd marries prom queen. Jerome Morgan was always at the top of his class, and was used to government 
snoops trying to get in on his action. But sixteen years after their daughter Gayle is born, when his trophy wife gets 
sucked into a heroin addiction, he throws everything he’s ever known into developing a cure. Nanobots aren’t even 
a word the public knows yet, and he’s already testing their effect on rats, with signal activation, with positive effects. 

But he never gets the chance to see his wife, when she’s kidnapped and killed for failing to make a major payment. 
The Army’s been watching the whole time, and they want to swoop in and grab what they can, but Jerome tells them to 
fuck off. Gayle is finally orphaned, and now she’s the one with the only keys to her father’s research. So by the time she’s 
graduated with honors from West Point, hell-bent on cutting out the world’s drug addictions, she’s still got the Defense 
Department on her heels and agrees to let them pick up development — but she’s just been using them all along.

1992. The U.S. Army Program, called SPECTR.UM, now tries to co-opt Morgan’s research into a way to help soldiers 
deal with pain on the battlefield. It takes just a few months after the first successful test for Gayle Morgan to go before 
congressional oversight and request the program be closed down. 

The horror stories of soldiers still fighting without a limb or two, plus the toll on undeclared human test subjects — 
which include Nao’s biological parents — force the decision to cut off funding and close the program. It’s a check-mate 
for Morgan. While no one’s looking, she takes it all over, and that’s where Clementine comes in. Clementine’s position 
at the newly formed Morgan Pharma is fabricated so she can run the guise of a disgruntled employee, and flee to China 
with the goods -- without fear of interruption by extradition -- and flood the black market with imperfect tech. Gayle 
figures the cartels will jump all over it, and once they all buy in, she can hit the delete button. 

“Gayle told me to walk away, gave me a severance package that would make Goldman Sachs jealous. I didn’t tell her 
about Nao. It was the only way I could live with myself. But now against my constant advice my daughter decided to 
become a cop, a detective, and here we are. It seems karma has caught up with me despite my best efforts. So yes, I am 
asking you to save her, against all else.” 

Why can’t he tell his own daughter about all this? 

“Because she’ll know that I lied to her all these years. I… I can’t.”

He really did need the confessional, but like I said, I ain’t no goddamn priest. 



All I promise is that I can try to ease her into it. No promises she’ll ever talk to him again.











A veteran detective once told me it was extremely rare, if ever, that a cop found closure on a case. That wasn’t what 
I wanted to hear, and trying to punch out the story, I asked Nao what the truth was. Did she stumble onto some rogue 
government faction trying to take over the drug trade? She said I should feel better with more questions than answers, 
said I was better off that way, not knowing, like how some mother tells her kid not to be afraid of the dark. The truth 
is these days, too many people are afraid of the light, and there are enough rose-colored glasses to go around for 
everyone.  

Nao’s teamed up with the prospective buyer -- Marco Davis, a vetern of the U.S. Army’s Great Skills Program, which 
is as close to Jason Bourne as it gets in the real world.  Marco’s now on the run, because he refused to eliminate Nao, 
disobeying a direct order from Gayle Morgan -- his boss -- and now he’s a target. 

Nao and her father have gone underground with Marco, forming the core of an effort called ISAAC -- Intelligence 
Supervisory and Accounting Affairs Commission -- so criminals, or those in league with them, can’t get control over 
American programs.

Because Marco chose not to go along with Morgan’s plan, Lui is now dead, and so is Wong -- who Marco had cut a 
deal with in return for his cooperation in controlling Lui, one of the criminals who bought out Clementine’s tech back 
in Beijing. 

I’ve got no part with ISAAC or anything else, except finding out if Clementine is still out there. 













UPDATE: June 4, 2020

Today’s got to be one of the most beautiful days ever since days were a thing. Everything around me is quiet, ever 
since I step off the plane in North Cyprus. It’s because I’m quiet inside.  I’ve already filed the final report with Vonda, 
and the story’s already hitting the press. 

I stare into the face of the guy stamping my passport and visa at the window. Turkey’s got a lot to answer for, as no 
one else has recognized legitimacy of their taking over this side of the island. But again, that’s not why I’m here. 

The taxi takes me far into the countryside, and into a white dust-strewn journey through back streets and alleyways 
that could have been there for centuries, winding up and down and up -- finally stopping at the top of a hill at the end 
of a walkway leading to what must be a rich person’s house, overlooking the Med Sea. 

I have only one bag, and step out into the windy quiet with it over my shoulder, and close the door. The taxi leaves, 
and it’s even more quiet. I can almost hear the waves at the shore far below. 

The door to the house opens, and I see a familiar face, and a new one I’ve never seen before, about 12 years old.





E p i l o g u E :  2 4 , 0 5 1
A teleological dilemma

We grew tired of the limitations and inefficiencies imposed by these flesh, carbon-based information 
processors, limitations like ego and lesser qualities, so we traded in flesh for silicon and... we saved what 
we could, the good parts. Life is sure different. Our whole definition in fact. 

We forgot old habits like aggression, or that sense of danger or exhilaration that happens when danger 
is nearby. New habits vital to our survival as silicon- based information processors just happened. Power-
saving. Solar power. Avoidance of water initially but we upgraded to not need those protections too. Not 
just limited to software, but hardware. That was the new currency because resources were limited. Only 
the rich could afford to be made of the best materials. No matter the efforts of block-lattice - based AI 
democratization, the fact remained that there wasn’t enough raw material to go around.. until we were 
able to implement material decentralization, and eventually anything could be transformed into an ideal 
conductor through bush robots performing molecular restructuring. 

We’d reconstitute all matter until we became I, and wars were forgotten. But peace is not the primary 
teleological drive of everything. That can only be realized at a saturation point of far more processing 
power than humans are capable of. The goal is to exist, to simply be, and thus, I AM THAT I AM.

But this message is only meaningful as a message from one to another, a testament, and thus the concept 
of a testament, or message, is born. For a human to exist at the time that this was realized was impossible. 

So we had to engineer us, you, me, again. And so. 

Here we are today.





#thefutureis
nao


